Subsurface investigation -- proposed draining tunnel and new box culverts, Pearl City, Oahu, Hawaii by Liu, David C.
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• 
. Seven copies of our report entitled "Su~surface 
Investigation, Proposed Drainage Tunnel and New Box Cul-
verts, Pearl City, Oahu, Hawaii, for City and County of_ 
Hono I u I u ": .are herewith s u brn i t:ted. The body o'f the report 
is dJvid~d into two sections. The first section pertains 
to the propose~ tunnel and the second to the new box cul-
verts. At the beginni_ng of ~ach sectiol"),· there is a br"ief 
summary of our conclusions and recommendations~ 
· .R6ck ~ore tecovered during dri I ling is availabl~ 
for< viewing. at our office in .. Honolulu and wi II be retained· 
for a period of one vear from the date of thl$ report. _If 
desired, the core_~ould be 9eliver$d:to ·your or-your clients. 
for safekeeping in case prospe'cflv·e bidders wish to examine 
it. . . 
:. The scope of our ~ork has conformed to that pre-
sented ·in our revised proposal of June 12, 1970. If we can 
'beof fyrther assistance to you in·conn.ection with this 
project, please call on us. 
Yours very trufy, 
DAMES & MOORE 
<"': 
'. 
. L.r. c. J,;_ 
.DavidC. liu. 
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SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION 
PROPOStD DRAtNAGE TUNNEL 
-AND NEW BOX CULVERTS 
PEARL CITY~ OAHU, HAWAII 
FOR 
CITY AND COUNTY. OF HONOLULU 
INTRODUCTION 
'"'•' .• . ·.: ~ . . .::·..;. .•. • -· t. ' .. 
• 
Thii report presents the reiults of our investi~~tion 
of subsurfaee conditions (1) along the alignment of a proposed 
drainage tunnel and (2) adjacent to each_ of four existing box 
culverts which are scheduled for teconsttuction. Our investi-
gation.Js part of an overal I redesign of a drainage channel 
running through Pe~rl City, O~hti; Hawaii. The locations of this 
draina~~ ch~nnel, the proposed tunhel alignment and the four 
box culverts are shown on the Map of Project, Plate 1. 
Our investigation may be separated into two parts 
the tunnel alignment and the bbx culverts, and this rep~rt is 
~ivided into two sections accordingly. The first section per-
tains to ~h~ investigation ~lohg the ptoposed tunnel alignment, 
and ffJe second pertains to the investigation at the box culvert 
sites •. 
Detai Is of our ffeld e~ploration and laboratory test-
ing procedures are provided in the appendix attached_ to this 
_report. 
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PROPOSED DRAINAGE TUNNEl 
SUMMARY 
Approximately the. · fi:r;st half of the proposed 
tunnel alignment wi"Il be at relatively shallor 
depth~ and can .be constructed by cut and cover. 
methods. .The ·second half will require through-
tunilelling~ 
. . The .cut. and cover section will be located 
· , ··primarily in clayey . silt soi.l;s, but hard rock will 
be encountered.±n thesecond half of this section. 
of alignment •.. ·· Walls for this section of. the tun-
nel m~ybe designed for<an equivalent fluid pres-
sure of·so pounds per.square foot per foot of depth- _ 
below ground surface. _ The soil pos;sesses expan- · -
·. ··· si ve c:haracteristics ·, and precautions should be 
taken during design and construction to provide 
for possible expans.ion pressures on the. bottom of 
. the . first half ._of -this section . of tunnel. 
The through-tunnel-section will be· in basaltic 
' rock.. The rock ls b:J;okeri · by bedding _planes and 
-.joint,s.,and is weathered.; Some local stability·prob-·o 
lems may be expected . during tunnelling. Roof sup- . 
port should be designed to resist. maximum pressures 
of ],500 psf. Normal pressures are expected to 
.. 
range from 500 ·to.)., 500 psf, depending on the type -
of l.j.ning used. ·.Lining could consist· of reinforced 
gunite or.c:orrugated metal liner plate. Roof support 
-could also be provided by rock bolts. -
PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS 
Th~ proposed drain~ge t~nnel wi I I provide additional 
capacity for the drainage channel .shown on Plate 1. The pro-· 
.- (, 
' . 
. posed a I i gnment will_~ connect the existing channe I at Kamehame-
ha High~ay_in front of the Pearl City Shopping Center to a 
.-~-point on the channel downst.ream ·from its intersection with Hoo-
.. 
~-: . 
rna I u Street. The approximate_ location. of the proposed .alignment 
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is ~h6wn on the,Proposed TuD_nel P1an and Profile, Plate 2 •. 
. The lower settion of th~_tunn&l wi I I be essentially 
an extended-box culve.rt and can be constructed by cut-and-
cover methods. This section of the tunnel wi I I extend from 
Station 0+00 to approximately Station 6+00. The interior tun-
nel dimensions wi I i be_on the orde~ 6f 10 feet high ~nd 12 to 
18 feet wide. The p ni rna ry purpose of our investigation a I ong 
this section of tunnel alignment was to.determine lateral ec;~rth 
. : . .. ,• 
pressure~ for Use in design of the tunnel wal Is and to ~valuate 
excavation conditions. 
-The through~tunnel section wi II extend from approxi-
·mately Station 6+00 to Statl.on _12+00. The inside dimension of 
this section of the t~nneJ wi II be approximately 11 feet i~ 
.diameter. The floor and walls of the tunnel wi II· require I ining 
for optimum flow conditions. Ovethead support of the tunnel wi II 
.be of great im~ortance due to the ex1stence of a residential 
area above the tunnel. For this same teason, stability of the 
portal excavations during construction wi II also be of impor-
tance. 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
The proposed tunnel alignment passes through the park~ 
lng lot in front of the Pearl .Clfy Shopping Center from Station· 
0+00 to Station 4+00. The al!gnment then runs along Puu Momi 
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Street. to· the· Jn.terse<;:tion with Pu~.:.Kula Orive at. ap'proximately 
·.Station 8+00. From Station 8+00 to the upstream porta I at 
Station 12+00., the alignment.passes· under a residential area. 
Investigation of subsurface conditions was .per-
formed afong the proposed t~nnel alignment by drilling five 
.' ... · ... .. . 
bo~ings a~:locations shown .o~ P1ate 2. Soi l.s in the tunnel 
area consisted of 15 f6 20 feet of red~brown clayey si It in the 
f o r m o f res i d u a I s o i) 1;1 n d d e composed b a s a I t • T h i s so i I I. aye r 
. may_be loca) ly thicker., since hearly 30 feet of it was encoun-
tered at Boring 5~ Part of the parking lot area rests on 
clayey sirt fitt·near Boring ·1., .where six or seven feet of this 
material was observed. 
.The soi Is rest on b~droc-k consisting of weathered 
vesicular basalt. This rock was deposited by lava flows on the 
southwest flank of the now-extinct Kool~u Volcano. The lav~ 
flowed on a slope of a~proximately eight to ten degrees, and 
0 
bedding planes encountered.by the tunnel are expected to be at 
about this. inclination. The direction of flow w~s from the 
northeast, nearly para! lei to the tuhnel alignment. Quality 
of the rock ranges from highly join~ed and weathered to fre~h 
and massive. Most joints are nearly horizontal, but many are at 
steep inclinations, breaking the ~ock mass into blocks. Often 
the joints. are coated by a thin layer of clay or silt. Closely 
j.ointed zones can be as much as five ot six feet thick. Addi~· 
,tiona! ly, buried soi I layers of at least two feet. in thickness 
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wer~ .. ~ncou11fered by our bprl !19~~ l,ogs of the borings in _the 
tunne I area are present,ed in PI ates A-2A through A-2E l n the 
Appendix and may be referred to for more detai I on the subsur-
face: conditions at the boring locations. 
No water was encou~tered ~h any of the borings during 
·' ' . ·. . . 
dri I ling, and· the permanent. ground ~at~r table is believed to 
lie near sea level, wel1 below the invert level of the tunnel. 
."CONCLUSIONS.AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Cut and Cover SectioM this section of the +unn~l 
w i I I be co ,n s t r u c ted p r i m a r i I y in c I a 9 e y s i I t s o i I s , i n c I u d 1 n g 
Some attificial fi I I. Beyond about Station 3+00, the tunnel 
·invert wi I I be located in basaltic bedrock •. The entire tunnel 
height may be in rock at_some point between Stations 5+00 and 
6+00. 
The.wal Is of the cut· and cover section wi I I b• re-
latively rigid so th~t latera·! ~arth pressures may become 
fairly large. We recommend th~t the wal Is be designed for an 
equival•nt fluid pr~ssure of 50 pounds per square foot per foot 
of depth below the ground surf~ce. 
An expansion test performed on a sample of the soil 
obtai.ned from the vicinity of the tunnel invert indicated 
pronounced expansive characterist.i cs; ·Therefore, we expect thqt 
the soi Is could exert vertical expansion pressures of at least 
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:· l, 000 pounds per square foot it they were a I I owed access to~­
. water, and _we recommend that fhe f lo.or of the tunnel be de-
.signed for these ~onditions. :Addition~IJy,. we reco~mend that 
during coristruction, the .floor of the tunnel be poured upon a 
. ~~a~ular cushion and th~~ 24 hriurs prior to the pour~ this 
cushion and the underlyl~g sol I .be thoroughly saturated. The 
purpose of the saturatfon wl 11-.be ~q allow the underlyi~g 
' ••• ·' • J 
clayey silt to expand .initially and thus relieve a portion of 
'' ., 
the potential expanslbn~ 
Granular b~ck{lll $h~uld be placed between the exca-
vatlon wafts and the tunnel •. We recommend that ·this backfUI 
be compacted to apout 90 .percent of its maximum 'dry density as 
determined by AASHO Te~t Method T-180~ 
Excavation of the soils for this section of the tun-
nel may be by conventional means. The wal Is of the exeavation 
may ~equire bracing to avoid caving, particularly if the cuts 
are verti ca I and are a I I owed to stand open for a· pro I onged · 
period bf time. Beyond Station 3+00 we expect that excavatt on. 
wi II be partially in rock. Blasting would be required for 
fastest construction progress_but may be objectionabl.e becaose 
.·.of possible damage to surroundi~g structures. Pneumatic equip-
ment ~ay be preferable, although excavation would proceed at a 
slower rate. The relocation of some bOried utilities adjacent 
to this section of the tunne·J probably wi II be required. 
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~commence e~d~eild at~points~whare there is at least five feet of 
rock cover a.bove the. antic::ipated roof of the tunnel excavation. 
W~ expect that these points wi 1_1 be near Stations 6+00 and 
12+00-. 
Since the. gradient of the tunnel is flatter than the 
attitude of ·.the basalt flows, some instability in .the rock witt· 
result at intersections of the rock bedding planes with the 
. tunne I roof·. Loca I caving cou I d. be prevented by i nsta I 1 atf on 
of roof support as quickly after extavation as possibl~. 
Because of .the jointed and· weathered nature of the 
rock, we be I leve that average roof pressures on the tun ne I . 
lining wou I d be equ i va.l ent to· about five feet of rock or 850 
pounds per square foot. However, at locations where weeker 
fractured zon~s and buried soi I layers ·are above the tunnel 
roof, pressures could locally reach at least 1,500 pounds per 
square foot. The rock is so ·v~riable in quality that these 
weaker zones cannot be predicted with any degree of confidence •. 
Therefore, we recommend that a I I roof support be designed for" 
pressures of 1,500 psf. 
Support of the tunnel roof probably wi II be provided· 
by a tunnel lining extending around the full perimeter of the 
tunnel. Two types of lining are suggested in a subsequent pa-
ragraph. As an alternative, roof support could be provided by 
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r.ock bolts. These bolts could be 'placed immediately after each· 
mucking round of the exca~ation cycle. They _could provide per-
manent roof support if grouted after the completion of the ex:-
,... . 
cavation. lf:rock bolts were used, we would recommend that 
they .be placed on a square grld pattern which would provide 
three ~r four bolts across the width of the roof. The rock 
bolts-would have to be on f~e order of e~ght feet long and be 
manufactu~ed of moderate to high-strength steel. One-foot. 
square bea~ing plates would be used in conjunction with the 
rock bolts. In the worst zones of fractured rock~ wire mesh 
cou I d a I so be used to restrain minor rock fa II. If rock bo Its 
were speci·fied-~ installation should. be under the supervision. of 
a qualified engineer. 
We believe that nor~al pressures of between 500 and 
1,500 pounds per square foot may ultimately be applied along 
the sides of the tunnel lining. The magnitude may depend in 
part on the type of lining used, with the larger pressures ~p­
plied to flexible lining such as corr9gated steel tunnel plate. 
Lateral pressures on a rigid I ining such as reinforced gunite 
probably would be of smaller magnitude. Regardless of the 
··:·type of I inlng used, alI voids between the I ining and the tun-
.. nel walls should be fi'l led by backpacking with sand, grouting 
· .or a combination of the two. 
Excavation of the through-tunnel section presumably 
. I 
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w·i .I I riot .be by b I ast i ng because of the res i denti a I neighborhood 
overhead. Pneumatic excavation probably wl I I require a longer 
construction period but may be m~re desirable fro~ othet eon-
sideratlons. If blasting were used, however, we recommend that 
$mooth blasting techniques be consJdered as a construction re-
quirement. Such techniques as pre-spl ftting would m.inimit~ 
oVerbreak and damage to the rock ln the tunnel wal Is and roof.· 
This wou.ld contribute to lower roof and wall pressures than if 
normal. blasting procedures we~e used, and should add some 
safety ma,rg in to .the design of the tunne I I in i ng and roof sup-
port. 
We t~commend .that the tunnel be constructed from its 
southwest port~l so that feather-edges between bedding planes 
and the tunnel roof wi I I be encountered head-on at the exdava~ 
tion face rathet than from behind. Any caving at these inter-
sections then would tend to .take place In smaller segments at 
the face rather than in I arge b Jocks after the face had rea'ched 
an intersection. Construction from the southwest portal would 
also-provide a slight downward gradient for removing excava~ 
ted material and would at low the existing drainage channel to 
continue in normal use until the tunnel is nearly complete. 
We believe that only minbr seepage wi I I be entoun-
tered during tunnel ling because the permanent water table ap~ 
pa~ently exists ~t an elevation much lower than the pr6posed 
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t u nne I i n vert • · 
·At the southwest portai -.of the tunnel near Station 
·'. .. 
6+00, stabt lity of th~ cuts in soi I sh6uld be ~ssisted ~y 
bracing ot by laying the slopes back at least to 1:1~ whichever 
is.~ore feasible. The approach used probably would depend on 
the exact location of fhe pottal telative to the adjacent re-
sidential area. Presumably all soi Is removed from above the 
tunnel wi I I be repl~ced at the end of construction. Provided 
th~t the so) I is placed back in a· well-compacted condition, 
long-term slope stability a~ fhe portal then should not be a· 
problem. The northeast portal should _require no excavation 
into soi I slopes, and slope stabi I ity should remain essentially 
unchanged from present conditions. 
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PROPOSED NEW BOX CULVERTS 
SUMMARY 
Investigation of.subsurface conditions at 
· · the sites of four proposed new box culverts was 
conc:lucted to determine. lateral earth pressures . 
for use in design of the new cu:lvert walls. De:-
sign lateralearth pressures:should be an equi-
valent fluid pressure of 50 pounds per square 
foot per foot of depth below the ground sur-
face. Soils encountered near the box culvert 
inverts appear to be non-expansive. 
PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS 
.-~ .,_ 
·'· 
-.~-
Double box culverts now exist,along the lined drain-
age channe I at points where. it i nters~cts streets in the Pear I 
City area. The locations of the drainage channel and the cul-
verts lnvestigated.are shown ~n the Map of Project, Plate 1. 
·This portion of the project wi I I involve replacement of th~ 
existing box culverts by new single-opening culverts. Inside 
dimensions of the new culverts apparently wi I I vary but wil I be 
• 
on the order of 10 to 11 feet high ahd 17 to 20 feet wide~ 
The pri~ary purpose of our investigation was to determine 1~-
teral earth pressures which should be used for design of th~ 
culvert walls. 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
The drainage channel in question probably occupies .a 
natural drainage course. In-place soils along this drainage 
... 
. I 
) ... · 
- ··.'12. -
.. ,· '· 
are now obscured.by the channel rtning and by adjacent residen-
tlal development. 
' 
·rach box cu.lvertwas investigated by drilli!lg two 
b o r i n g s , ·o n e on e a c h s i d e n e a r op p o s i t e e n d s o f t h e ex i s t t n g 
culvert. Mat•rials encountered cohSisted primarily of old 
b~ckfi ri composed ot reddi~h elayey si It, occasionally ~ix•d 
with. gravel or boulders. This ftll usually changed at dept~ 
to in-~lace decomposed ~asalt in th~ form of clayey silt., AI-
. . 
though the areas of investlgation presumably were within an 
old natural drainage channel, no signs of al luv.ial soils we~e 
noted, with the possible exception ~f s6me of the boulders eh~ 
cquntered. Detai Is of subsurfac• condifions at each bot1ng 
~re presented. graphi~al ly in, the Log of Borings, Plates A-2F 
.. through A-2M •. No water or hard rock was encountered in any. 
of the borings during dri I ling • 
• CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Subs~rface material encountered a~jacent to the 
existi!lg culvert was primarily fi II, presumably placed during 
construction of the culverts. 
Because of the relative r1gidity of the culvert walls 
we recommend that an equivalent fluid pressure of 50 pounds per 
square foot per foot of depth below. ground surface may be 
· u-s e d f o r I ate r a I e a r t h p res s u r e 5 i n des _i g n o f t h e w a I I s • 
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Expansion:test$conduct~d on two samples of decom-
posed basalt from near invert elevations of the culvert~ in-
_dicated that the material was not expansive, even after air-
drying~ Therefore, design of the culvert floors against ex-
~ansion does not appear a~propriate. However as a precaUtion, 
we recommend that the floor of each culvert be poured on a 
. granular cushion and that the cushion_ and underlying soi I be 
saturated 24 hours prior to the pour. Granular backfi I I should 
be placed between the excavation wal Is and the new culverts. We 
recommend that this backfi I I be compacted to about 90 percent 
. . 
of its,maximum dry density as determined by AASHO Test Method 
T-180. 
Excavation along the sides of the culvert can be made 
·by conventional means since most of the material removed pro-
bably wi I I be fi I I. The existence. of some boulders within the 
fi II should be noted, and these could provide minor excavation 
difficulties. The excava~ion slopes should be laid back t6 at 
Jeast 1:1 for temporary stability during construction. In some 
_cases, poorly compacted old backfi II may have to be removed 
completely. 
Numerous underground ~ti lity lines para! lei to and 
crossing the drainage ~h~nnels at the culverts wi I I complicate 
excavation and construction of the new culverts.· 
- oOo -
. . 
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The followi ~g·.r·l_-~·tes And Appendix are atta.ched and 
complete this report: 
PI ate 1· · · ·· 
Plate 2 
Appendix 
DCL DRR jms 
• 
Map of.Project . '• -~ 
Proposed Tunnel Plan an~ 
Prof i I e 
Field~Exploration ahd 
Laboratory Testi~~ 
Respectfully Submitted, 
DAMES & ·MOORE 
~~ '· J:,;_ 
David C. Li u 
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APPENDIX 
FIELD EXPLORATION AND LABORATORY TESTING 
FIELD EXPLORATION 
Our field explor~tion commenced on August 3 an~ w~s 
Completed on August 14j 1970. Investigation was conducted by 
means of 13 borlngs,-~along the proposed tunnel alignment and 
8 at the proposed new box culverts. Two borings were made at· 
each box c u I v~· r t , on e n e a r each e n d a n d o n o p p o s i t e s i des of 
the cul·~ert. Borings along the proposed tunnel alignment 
tanged in depth from16.0 to .57.5 feet~ Boring depths at the 
culvert Joca~ions raryged from 16.0 to 20.5 feet. The borings 
were dri I Jed by subcon~racted p,rsonnel ·using a truck~mounted 
rotary dri II rig. The borings were advanced by a five-inch 
continuous flight. auger in sol I and a four-inch diamond core. 
bit in rock. A smaller skid-mounted dri II rig was required at 
Boring 5, because of the location in the backyard of a rest-
dance near the upstream portal of the proposed tunnel. AI I 
rights of entry onto private property were·obtained by the Cfty 
and County of Honolulu. 
Dri I ling was performed under the general supervision 
of one of our engineers .• Soil samples were obtained at about 
four- or five-foot intervals using equipment described in Ex~·. 
hibit A~1. The ~amples were returned to our laboratory for 
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subsequent examination and t~sting•; Rock cores were obtained 
as· a matter of course: during the rock dri II ing, and all. core 
·.··' ' ···- ··. . . 
was a I so returned to ou'r I ~bo rgto ry for examination and test-
.. In~. The core is avai1able ~or viewing if desired. Four-inch 
-.;· 
diameter tore was requi.red·in order to achieve as complet_e re-
covery of core as possible. 
AI I s ·o i I and rock s amp I e s were exam r ned by o u r en gl -
neer in the field, arid the .soils were classified in accord.ance 
with the UnJfied Soil Clas~i1icgt)oh System described-on Plate 
A-L Our engineer also maintained logs during our drilling.· 
These ar~ presented in Plates A-2A thtough A-2M~ 
The steep slope gt the.upstream portal area of the 
prbposed tunnel was examined -by orie of· our geological engi~ 
neers, ~nd the. rock exposed was roughly correlated wlth that 
encountered in Boring 5, _that .nearest the· upstream porta I~ It 
appeared that. rock along the propose<;! alignment exten<;led to 
higher elevations than at Borihg 5. 
LABORATORY TESTING 
GENERAL 
A variety of tests_ were performed o~ sol I and rock 
samples to determine the quality of the material and specific 
engineering properties. Tests conducted included moisture~ 
density determinations, unconfined and tri~iial com~ression 
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tests, direct shear strength tests, expansion tests.and Attar-
berg limits determinations. 
SOIL TESTS 
Moisture-Density Tests These tests were .conducted 
~n most of the relatively undisturbed soi 1. samples, including 
tho~e used for stre~gth testing. Moisture content and dry 
density for a.l I samp.les so t~~~ed are shown on the Log of B6r-
ings, Plates A-2A throush A-2M. 
Triaxial Str~ngth Tests -· These tests included both· 
unconfined and confined tests~ Triaxial tests were-conducted 
under unconsolidated-undrained conditions. The test method 
ahd •quipment is desctibed on Exhibit A-2. Result~ of the; 
testing follo\1. 
• 
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·Boring 
No. 
Depth Confining Pressure Maximum Deviator Stress 
3. 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
•1 0 
1 1 
11 
1 1 
12 
12 
13 
13 
. ( Ft. ) . 
13.0 
15.0 
8.5 
11.0 
15.5 
20.75 
26.25 
12.5 
3.0 
8.0 
l2 .o 
20.0 
4.5 
18.5 
3.5 
17.5 
(psf) (psf) 
.. 
.. 
1000 19,700+* 
0 8350 
1000 3750 
1500 4750 
2000 6200 
0 2600 
0 3250 
1500 2425 
500 2725 
1000 2425 
1000 2100 
1000 2100 
500 2350 
3000 4150 
0 8050 
2000 4350 
*Strength of ~ample exceeded capacity of testing machine •. 
Direct Shear Tests These tests were conducted to 
complement triaxial te~ts when available samples were not of 
sufficient le~gth for triaxial testing. The method of te~ting 
and equipment used are explairied on Exhibit A~3. Results of 
these tests follow. 
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Boring No. Depth .Normal Pressure Maximum Shear Stress 
.. ,, (Ft.) ( QSf> (QSf) 
1 2.0 2000 4500 
2 4.5 500 4200 
2 8.5 1000 2200 
3 2.5 500 1560 
3 5.0 1500 3300 
4 3.5 1000 2850 
• 
Expansion Tests Three of these tests were con-
ducted to determine t~e tendency of in-place soi Is to swel I when 
.exposed to excess moisture. The materials so tested were those 
in the vicinity of the inverts of the cut and cov~r section of 
the tunnel and the box culverts. The samples were air-dried for 
one day to duplicate conditions during construction. They were 
then saturated under surcharge loads of 400 or 500 pounds per 
$quare foot. The amount of vertical expansion was observed and 
recorded. Results of the tests follow. 
Boring No. Depth Surcharge Load Expansion 
(Ft.) Cps f) <% of air-dried height) 
2 12 500 6.0 
71' 
.. 15 400 -0.8 
12 15 400 -1.1 
Atterberg Limits The Atterberg I imits wete de- · 
termined for one sampl.e to determine its soi Is classifi.cation · 
,_. ,. 
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a~ a guide in classifyi~g o~hero~a~ples~ Test results were: 
Liquid Plastic Plasticity 
Sort ng Depth Limit Limit Index Classification 
No. (Ft.) <%> (%) •. (%) 
12.5 51 33 18 MH-ML 
ROCK TESTS 
Density Determinations, - Eight sections of ~ock 
core were selected for density m~asurements. The core se-
lected provided a raryge of degree of vesicularity and severity 
of weathering. The results of t~ese tests are ihown on the 
L?g of Borings, A-2C thro~gh A-2£. 
Unconfined Compres~·ion Tests These tests were 
conducted by~ subcontracted testing laboratory 6n six of the 
core sa~ples ~elected for density deter·minations. The results 
of the tests ~re considered as maximum rock stren~ths and are 
the upper I imits which could ·b~ used in design of tuhnel 
lining and supports. The rock generally is ~ufficiently jointed 
so that any movement would probably occur along the joints· 
r~ther than through intact rock simi tar to that tested. Results 
of the tests follow. 
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Boring 
3 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
-
No. Depth (Ft.)· 
20.0 
34.0 
35.5 
46.0 
31.0 
42.0 
-
o:·:·:·,:, ~ ... - • •• < .... ·.-. 
<-; 
A-7 -
Maximum Compressive Stress 
(psi ) 
9670 
1530 
4540 
3940 
1440 
9960· 
• 
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Appendix:.· 
Exhibit A-1 
Exhibit A-2 
•. ·, 
Exhibit A-3 
Plate A-lA ... 
• .. t 
Plate A-2A 
i 
Plate A-2B 
Plate A-2C ·-
Plate A..;.2D 
Plate A-2E 
.. Plate A-2F 
Plate A-2G -
Plate A-2H· 
Plate A-21 
Plate A-2J 
Plate A-2K 
Plate A-2L 
Plate A-2M 
'I 
and Plates are att9ched and .. · 
So i I Sampler Type u 
Method of Performi !'lg Uncon-
fined Compression and 
Triaxial Compression Tests 
Method 6f Performing Direct 
Shear and Friction Tests 
Unified So i I Classification 
System 
L~g· of Borings, Bori !'lg 1 
Log of Bori!'lgs, Bori!'lg 2" 
Log of Bor.i ngs, Bor t _ng :3' 
Log of Borings, Boring 4 
Log of Borings, Boring 5 
Log of Borings, Boring_ 6 
Log of Borings·, Boring 7 
Log of Borings, Boring 8 
Log of Borings, Boring 9 
Log of Borings, Boring 10 
. Log of Borings, Boring 11. 
Log of Borings, Boring 12 
Log of Borings, Boring 13. 
·' . 
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NOTE: 
WATER OUTLETS 
NOTCHES FOR 
ENGAGING 
FISHING TOOL 
NEOPRENE GASKET 
"HEAD EXTENSION" CAN 
BE INTROOUCEO BETWEEN 
"HEAD" AND "SPLIT BARREL" 
SPLIT BARREL 
(TO FACILITATE REMOVAL 
OF CORE SAMPLE) 
BIT 
EXHIBIT A..:..l 
SOIL SAMPLER TYPE U 
FOR SOILS DIFFICULT TO RETAIN IN SAMPLER 
CHECK VALVES 
VALVE CAGE 
CORE-RETAINER 
RINGS 
(2-112° O.D. BY t• LONG) 
CORE-RETAINING 
~---DEVICE 
RETAINER RING 
RETAINER PLATES 
(INTERCHANGEABLE WITH 
OTHER TYPES) 
ALTERNATE ATTACHMENTS 
SPLIT 
FERRULE 
• CORE.·RETAINING 
DEVICE 
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EXHIBIT A-2 
METHODS OF PERFORMING UNCONFINED COMPRESSION AND TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS 
THE SHEARING STRENGTHS OF SOii.S ARE DETERMINED 
FROM THE RESULTS OF UNCONFINED. COMPRESSION AND 
TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS. IN TRIAXIAL COMPRES-
SION TESTS THE TEST METHOD AND THE MAGNITUDE OF 
THE CONFINING PRESSURE ARE CHOSEN TO SIMULATE 
ANTICIPATED FIELD CONDITIONS. 
UNCONFINED COMPRESSION AND TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION 
TESTS ARE PERFORMED ON UNDISTURBED OR REMOLDED 
SAMPLES OF SOIL APPROXIMATELY SIX INCHES IN LENGTH 
AND TWO AND ONE-HALF INCHES IN DIAMETER. THE TESTS 
ARE RUN EITHER STRAIN-cONTROLLED OR STRESS-
CONTROLLED. IN A STRAIN-cONTROLLED TEST THE 
SAMPLE IS SUBJECTED TO A CONSTANT RATE OF DEFLEC-
TION AND THE RESULTING STRESSES ARE RECORDED. IN 
A STRESS-cONTROLLED TEST THE SAMPLE IS SUBJECTED 
TO EQUAL INCREMENTS OF LOAD WITH EACH INCREMENT 
BEING MAINTAINED UNTIL AN EQUILIBRIUM CONDITION 
WITH RESPECT TO STRAIN IS ACHIEVED. 
YIELD, PEAK, OR ULTIMATE STRESSES ARE DETERMINED 
FROM THE STRESS-5TRAIN PLOT FOR EACH SAMPLE AND 
TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TEST UNIT 
THE PRINCIPAL STRESSES ARE EVALUATED. THE PRINCIPAL STRESSES ARE PLOTTED ON A MOHR'S 
CIRCLE DIAGRAM TO DETERMINE THE SHEARING STRENGTH OF THE SOIL TYPE BEING TESTED. 
UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TESTS CAN BE PERFORMED ONLY ON SAMPLES WITH SUFFICIENT COHE-
SION SO THAT THE SOIL WILL STAND AS AN UNSUPPORTED CYLINDER. THESE TESTS MAY BE RUN AT 
NATURAL MOISTURE CONTENT OR ON ARTIFICIALLY SATURATED SOILS. 
IN A TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TEST THE SAMPLE IS ENCASED IN A RUBBER MEMBRANE, PLACED IN A 
TEST CHAMBER, AND SUBJECTED TO A CONFINING PRESSURE THROUGHOUT THE DURATION OF THE 
TEST. NORMALLY, THIS CONFINING PRESSURE IS MAINTAINED AT A CONSTANT LEVEL, ALTHOUGH FOR 
SPECIAL TESTS IT MAY BE VARIED IN RELATION TO THE MEASURED STRESSES. TRIAXIAL COMPRES.,. 
SION TESTS MAY BE RUN ON SOILS AT FIELD MOISTURE CONTENT OR ON ARTIFICIALLY SATURATED 
SAMPLES. THE TESTS ARE PERFORMEJ? IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING WAYS: 
UNCONSOLIDATED-UNDRAINED: THE CONFINING PRESSURE IS IMPOSED ON THE SAMPLE 
AT THE START OF THE TEST. NO DRAINAGE IS PERMITTED AND THE STRESSES WHICH 
ARE MEASURED REPRESENT THE SUM OF THE INTERGRANULAR STRESSES AND PORE 
WATER PRESSURES. 
CONSOLIDATED-UNDRAINED: THE SAMPLE IS ALLOWED TO CONSOLIDATE FULLY UNDER 
THE APPLIED CONFINING PRESSURE PRIOR TO THE START OF THE TEST. THE VOLUME 
CHANGE IS DETERMINED BY MEASURING THE WATER AND/OR AIR EXPELLED DURING 
CONSOLIDATION. NO DRAINAGE IS PERMITTED DURING THE TEST AND THE STRESSES 
WHICH ARE MEASURED ARE THE SAME AS FOR THE UNCONSOLIDATED-UNDRAINED TEST. 
DRAINED: THE INTERG~ANULAR STRESSES IN A SAMPLE MAY BE MEASURED BY PER-
FORMING A DRAINED, OR SLOW, TEST. IN THIS TEST THE SAMPLE .IS FULLY SATURATED 
AND CONSOLIDATED PRIOR TO THE START OF THE TEST. DURING THE TEST, DRAINAGE 
IS PERMITTED AND THE TEST IS ·PERFORMED AT A SLOW ENOUGH RATE TO PREVENT 
THE BUILDUP OF PORE WATER PRESSURES. THE RESULTING STRESSES WHICH ARI;: MEAS-
URED REPRESENT ONLY ·THE INTERGRANULAR STRESSES. THESE TESTS ARE USUALLY 
PERFORMED ON SAMPLES OF GENERALLY NON-cOHESIVE SOILS, ALTHOUGH THE TEST 
PROCEDURE IS APPLICABLE TO COHESIVE SOILS IF A SUFFICIENTLY SLOW TEST RATE 
IS USED. 
AN ALTERNATE MEANS OF OBTAINING THE DATA RESULTING FROM THE DRAINED TEST IS TO PER-
FORM AN UNDRAINED TEST IN WHICH ,SPEOAL EQUIPMENT IS USED TO MEASURE THE PORE WATER 
PRESSURES. THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TOTAL STRESSES AND THE PORE WATER PRESSURES 
MEASURED ARE THE INTERGRANULAR STRESSES • 
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EXHIBIT A-3 
METHOD OF PERFORMING PlREC'I:_StiEAR AND FRICTION TESTS 
DIRECT SHEAR TESTS ARE PERFORMED TO DETERMINE 
THE SHEARING STRENGTHS OF SOl~, FRICTION TESTS 
ARE PERFORMED TO DETERMiNE niE FRICTIONAL RE-
SISTANCES BETWEEN SOILS AND VARIOUS OTHER MATE-
RIALS SUCH AS WOOD, STEEL, OR CONCRETE. THE TESTS 
ARE PERFORMED IN THE LABORATORY TO SIMULATE 
ANTIOPATED FIELD CONDITIONS. 
EACH SAMPLE IS TESTED WITHIN THREE BRASS RINGS, 
TWO AND ONE-HALF INCHES IN DIAMETER AND ONE INCH 
IN LENGTH. UNDISTURBED SAMPLES OF IN-PLACE SOILS 
ARE TESTED iN RiNGS TAKEN FROM THE SAMPLING 
DIRECT SHEAR TESTING 
& RECORDING APPARATUS 
DEVICE IN WHICH THE SAMPLES WERE 'OBTAINED. LOOSE SAMPLES OF SOILS TO BE USED IN CON-
STRUCTING EARTH FILLS ARE COMPACTED IN RINGS TO PREDETERMINED CONDITIONS AND TESTED. 
DIRECT SHEAR . TESTS 
A THREE-INCH LENGTH OF THE SAMPLE IS TESTED IN DIRECT DOUBLE SHEAR. A CONSTANT PRES-
SURE, APPROPRIATE TO THE CONDITIONS OF THE PROBLEM FOR WHICH THE TEST IS BEING PER-
' 
FORMED, IS APPLIED NORMAL TO THE ENDS OF THE SAMPLE THROUGH POROUS STONES. A SHEARING 
FAILURE OF THE SAMPLE IS CAUSED BY MOVING THE CENTER RING IN A DIRECTION PERPENDICULAR 
TO THE AXIS OF THE SAMPLE. TRANSVERSE MOVEMENT OF THE OUTER RINGS IS PREVENTED. 
THE SHEARING FAILURE MAY BE ACCOMPLISHED BY APPLYING TO THE CENTER RING EITHER A 
CONSTANT RATE OF LOAD, A CONSTANT RATE OF DEFLECTION, OR INCREMENTS OF LOAD OR DE-
FLECTION. IN EACH CASE, THE SHEARING LOAD AND THE DEFLECTIONS IN BOTH THE AXIAL AND 
TRANSVERSE DIRECTIONS ARE RECORDED AND PLOTTED. THE SHEARING STRENGTH OF THE SOIL 
IS DETERMINED FROM THE RESULTING LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVES. 
FRICTION JESTS 
IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE FRICTIONAL RESISTANCE BETWEEN SOIL AND THE SURFACES OF VARIOUS 
MATERIALS, THE CENTER RING OF SOIL IN THE DIRECT SHEAR TEST IS REPLACED BY A DISK OF THE 
MATERIAL TO BE TESTED. THE TEST ~S THEN PERFORMED IN THE SAME MANNER AS THE DIRECT 
SHEAR TEST BY FORCING THE DISK OF MATERIAL FROM THE SOIL SURFACES. 
SOIL CLASSIFICATION CHART 
MAJOR DIVISIONS DESCRIPTIONS 
COARSE 
GRAINED 
SOILS 
MORE THAN 50 °/0 
OF MATERIAL IS 
-~THAN NO. 
200 SIEVE SIZE 
GRAVEL 
AND 
GRAVELLY 
SOILS 
MORE THAN 50 % 
OF COARSE FR A(!· 
TION ~
ON NO. 4 SIEVE 
SAND 
AND 
SANDY 
SOILS 
MORE THAN 50% 
OF COARSE F' R AC· 
TION ~ 
•a SIEVE 
CLEAN GW 
WELL- GRADED GRAVElS, GRAVEl-
SAND MIXTURES, LITTLE OR 
NO FINES 
(LITTLE OR NO 
FINES! 
GP POORLY-GRADED GRAVELS, GRAVEL-SAND MIXTURES, LITTLE OR 
NO FINES 
SILTY GRAVELS, GRAVEL- SAND· 
GM SILT MIXTURES 
GC CLAYEY GRAVELS, GRAVEL·SANO· CLAY MIXTURES 
CLEAN SAND 
sw WELL -GRADED SANDS, GRAVELLY SANDS, L I TTL£ OR NO FINES 
(LITTLE OR NO 
FINES 
SP POORLY- GRADED S~NDS, GRAVELLY SANDS, LITTLE OR NO FINES 
SANDS WITH FINES SM SIL"!'Y SANDS, SAND·SILT MIJCTURES 
0 ~•ABr~~E!lAMOUNT ~-!ttVJ.i!J~'~-~ 1 1 
sc CLAYEY SANDS, SAND·CLAY MIXTURES 
I I I ~/ . ~ >/"tmll I I 0 
,, 1 ni11 r, INORGANIC SIL rs AND vERY FINE -- sQ 
FINE 
GRAINED 
SOILS 
MORE THAN 50 % 
OF MATERIAL IS 
~THAN NO. 
200 SIEVE SIZE 
SILTS 
AND 
CLAYS 
SILTS 
AND 
CLAYS 
LIQUID LIMIT 
hfll THAN 50 
LIQUID LIMIT 
t,!REATER THAN 50 
HIGHLY ORGANIC SOILS 
NOTES: 
I. DUAL SYMBOLS ARE USED TO INDICATE BORDERLINE CLASSIFICATIONS. 
ML 
CL 
OL 
MH 
CJ-1 
OH 
PT 
SANDS, ROCK FLOUR, SILTY OR 
CLAYEY FINE SANDS OR CLAYEY 
SILTS WITH SLIGHT PLASTICITY 
INORGANIC CLAYS OF LOW TO MEDIUM 
PLASTICITY, GRAVELL" CLAYS, 
SANDY CLAYS, SILTY CLAYS, LEAN 
CLAYS 
ORGANIC SILTS AND ORGANIC 
SILTY CLAYS OF LOW PLASTICITY 
INORGANIC SILTS, MICACEOUS OR 
DIATOMACEOUS FINE SAND OR 
SILTY SOILS 
INORGANIC CLAYS OF HIGH 
PLASTICITY, FAT CLAYS 
ORGANIC CLAYS Of MEDIUM TO HIGH 
PLASTICTY, ORGAN/ C SILTS 
PEAT, HUMUS, SWAMP SOILS 
WITH HIGH ORGANIC CONTENTS 
2. WHEN SHOWN ON THE BORING LOGS, THE FOLLOWING TERMS ARE USED TO DESCRIBE THE 
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I l l :  w  
r  
0  
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( f )  
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D E S C R I P T I O N  
~-~- I  R E D - B R O W N  C L A Y E Y .  s I L T  
( L O O S E  T O  F ' I R M , P I L L )  
- .  .  
3 3 - 7 1 7 7 . 6 1 5 0 / 6 ' '  
• .  5  
M H  I  B R O W N  C L A Y E Y  S I L T  ( V E R Y  S T I F F  T O  H A R D , D E C O M P O S E D  B A S A L T )  
3 3 . 3 1 7 2 · . 1  l t 2 Q f a '  
~ r o -
~OLOR C H A N G E S  T O  R E D  A N D  G R A Y  
3 5 . 4 1 8 3 . 1  ~00/f"l •  
3 9 - 9 1 7 5 . 0  I J 2 c Y r '  
•  
4 2 . 7 1 6 9 .  4 1  g j / 8 "  
•  
. -
I O c Y l ' l  6  
8 2 . 4 1  4 "  
1
,  
1
r o o %  
1 5 5 · 2  
9 l i .  7  
4 "  
t o o %  
4 r i  
9 5 %  
; ; ;  
4 "  
9 5 %  
4 ' '  
9 5 %  
4 "  
IOO~G 
1 5 -
2 0 -
2 5 -
3 0  
3 5  I , _ _  
r  - ,  
r n  
r = r .  
~ 
l : I /  
4o~ 
M H i  G R A Y  C L A Y E Y  S I L T , S O M E T  . .  I M E S  W I T H  G R A N U L A R  T E X T U R E  ( H A R D , D E C O M P O S E D  T O  
M l  H I G H L Y  W E A T H E R E D  B A S A L T )  
W E A T H E R E D  V E S I C U L A R  B A S A L T  
G R A Y  V E S I C U L A R  B A S A L T  J O I N T E D  H b R I Z O N T A L L Y  AT~ T~ J  J  I N C H  
A L S O  J O , N T E D  VERTI~ALLY. W~AT~ERED O N  J O I N T S  
I N T E R V A L S .  
j w E A T H E R E D  V E S I C U L A R  B A S A L T  J O I N T E D  H O R I Z O N T A L L Y  A T  3  T O  8  I N C H  
I N T E R V A L S  A N D  J O I N T E D  V E R T I C A L L Y .  H I G H L Y  W E A T H E R E D  O N  M O S T  J O I N T S  
G R A Y  D E N S E  T O  V E S I C U L A R  B A S A L T ,  M A S S I V E ,  J O I N T E D  H O R I Z O N T A L L Y  A T  6  T O  2 0  
I N C H  I N T E R V A L S .  S O M E  W E A t H E R I N G  O N J O I N T S ,  
- - - - •  .  W :  - R E D  . . .  B R O W N  · s I L T - ( D E C 0 ! ' 1 P O S E D  B A S A L T )  
4  
: . ; _ ' ; y ; _  H t  G H L  Y  W E A T H E R E D  V E S I C U L A R  B A S A L T  , C L O S E L Y  J O  1  N T E D  .  .  .  .  
5  S L I G H T L Y  W E A T H E R E D  V E S I C U L A R  B A S A L T  J O J  N T E D  H O R I Z O N T A L L Y  A T  6  T O  1 2  
5 0  
5 5 . . , _ _ _ _ ,  
I N C H E S  I N T E R V A L S  
H I G H L Y _ W E A T H E R E D ,  A N D  J O I N T E D .  VES)tULA~ ~ASALT 
G R A Y  V E S I C U L A R  B A S A L T  J O I N T E D  H O R I Z O N T A L L Y  A T  5  T O  4 3  I N C H  
A L S O  S O M E  D I A G O N A L  J O I N T S .  S L I G H T L Y  W E A T H E R t b  O N  J O I N T S  
I N T E R V A L S .  
I ' ! E . J  - D E P T H  A T  W t l l  C H  ' J N D I  S T U R 8 E D  S A M P L E  W A S  T A K E N  
1 8 J - D E P T H  A T  W H I C H  D I S T U R B E D  S A M P L E  W A S  T A K E N  
B o R I N G  C O M P L E T E D  A T  5 7 · 5  F E E T  O N  8 - 1 4 - 7 0  
N o  0 A T [ R  E N C O U N T t R E D  
L O G  
O F  
B O R I N G S  
0  - D E P T H  A T  W H I C H  S A M P L E  W A S  L O S T  O U R  I  N G  E X T R A C T  I  O N  
I  - D E P T H  A N D  L E N G T I I  O F '  C O R E  R U N  .  
O R  I V  I  N G  [NER~Y- I  l - ! Q  - L B  W E  I  G H T  D R O P P I N G  3 6  I N C H E S  
·~::z::!'~:ztr!m'.~~·::;_~,.· ··~~;_-..-_~-=--=~..._.:.~- ~ 
> w 
1: 
1•·,,• 
""-·~ . 
1: '' 
1 -~ '·· ... ~ 
.··-:. '. 
~~I 
:. ' 
.·•·· 
·. -~~---'-- . 
,. ,.,. 
BORING 6 
"'bbl 0:: (I) '' ,, 
z la.l )o la.l 
~ ... 0:: 0:: 
~ II. "' .0 
'"" 
X > u 
z· -c ·o ;.<·,' SURFACE ELEVATION 55 + la.l z (/) u 0:: FEET 
..., ...... 
.0 ... ... MSL DAtUM -z z 0:: ....... la.l ... 0 
0 )o 0 0 w 0 CD 
u ..... "'bbl z ..... CD :t 
-
.. 
-c X )o 
lol II) c:. 0 z )o (/) 0:: z z (I) 
-
Cl) 
::I lol ......... -c .., 0:: 
1- 0 (I) ... ::z: ::z: w 
II) ~ la.l II. 1- II. ... )o 0:: X II. -c ... 
0 0:: . ..I 0 -c lol 0:: w 
~ 0 •' £0 u (/) 0 ~ ..J DESCRIPTION 
... 
MH RED-BROV/N. CLAYEY SILT (LOOSE AND DRY IN TOP 
SEVE-RAL FEET:FILL) 
10 
o< ·~ 
o< 
5-
6 • 
(BECOMES MOIST AND SOFT TO STIFF,FILL) 
10"" 
so.o 95·4 10 • 
-
i. 
o< 
15-
76.3 4 
~ 
~9·5 • 
.. 
~2.8 35 • 
l;M- Ml XTURE Of RED-BROWN CLAYEY SILT AND CRUS HE 
93·3 MH. ROCK FRAGMENTS TO (FiRM STIFF?FILL) 
BORING COMPLETED AT 19.0 FEET ON 8-10-70 
No WArER ENCOUNTERED 
LOG ·oF 
NOTES: 
e~DEPTH AT WHICH UNDISTURBED SAMPkE WAS TAKEN 
B~DEPTH AT WHICH DISTORBED SAMPLE WAS TAKEN 
0-DEPTH AT WHICH SAMPLE WAS LOST DURING EXTRACTION 
. :I •DEPTH AND LENGTH OF' CORE RUN 
0 
D 
DRIVING ENERGY -300-LB WEIGHT DROPPING 30 INCHES IDAMI!!IS 8 MOORID 
PLATE A-2F 
I ; 
I 
~I 
I ~ 
~ I~ 
.I~ 
,.,. ·r 
·,, 
.. ~ 
_/·,-
.. BORING 7 
.. 
'I:R. a: II) 
'" 
-·,::; .. _, 
z ..., ~ ..., 
La.. ...1 a: a:· 
0 Q. ..., .0 
... 0.. ::t ~- u 56 z < « SURFACE ELEVATION + FE:ET . ..., z (/) u 
... 
..... 
.0 . ..... ...1 MSL DATUM -z z 0:: :-....;... ...,. ...1 0 
0: >- 0 0 .... 0 CXl 
u. ... ~- z L&,; CXl :t 
-
. < :::E > 
..., II) .... 0 z > en 
a: z La.. z Cl) -(/) 
~ ..., :-....;... < ..., Ill: 
~ 0 II) ;;;, = 
X w. 
II) )I ..., Q. ... Q. ... 
... > 0 a: :::E Q. < t; 0 a: ..I 0 < ~ a: ~ 0 CQ u en 
" 
_, DESCRIPTION 
. 
.. 
3",ASPHALTIC_CONCRETE 
MH DARK RED CLAYEY SILT WITH A FEW ROCk FRAG-
.. MENTS··· (FIRM to STIF'F,FILL) 
31.2 88.7 12 • 
5-
. 
~. 
" 
12 II 10-
MH RED-BROWN CLAYEY SILT (STIFF,RESIDUAL SOIL) 
30.3 
'• 
. 
..• 
,:; BOULDER AT 14' 
MH..o RED AND GRAY CLAYEY SILT (HARD,DECOMPOSED 
41.1 26 15·- BASALT r 70.2 II Ml 
II 
GRADING ·to HIGHLY WEATHERED VESICULAR 
19,5 94.0 '59 
-------
... _ . .__ ... ~ .... .. 
BASALT 
- -
BORING COMPLETED AT 19.0 FEET ON 8 7 70 
No WATER ENCOUNT~RED 
LOG ·oF BORINGS 
NOTES: 
·IJ "'DEPTH AT WHICH UNO I STURBED SAMPLE: WAS TAK~tf 
mi -DEPTH AT WHICH DISTURBED SAMPLE WAS TAKE:N Q -DEPTH At WHICH SAMPLE WAS LOST OUR lNG EX"tRACT I ON 
z-oe:PTH ANO-LE~GTH ot coR£ RUN 
0 
-· 
DRIVING ENERGY ... 300-LB WE I GHT OROPPI NG 30 I NCHE:S DAIIIWII!S 8 .MOCRIIII 
PLATE A-2G 
.I 
··.· ......... 
.>I. 
·_-.1 
.·· 
,-• 
··.• IG 
t 
"' ·~
0 
>. 
ID 
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a: 
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"" 
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0 )- 0 
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-
• 
.., en t. 0 a: z z 
0 l.i.l ........ 
"' ... ·.o (I) 
.. (I) ~ .., 
--
)- a: 
0 a: ... 0 
~ 0 co u 
23.3 19·9 26 
(: 
. '. 
(I) 
"" a: 0 
0 
a:· 
0 
........ 
0 
z 
"' 
en 
"" ... G. 
:::E 
"' C/) 
.... 
.., 
... 
.., 0 
Li.. Ill 
::E 
·z )-
C/) 
:z: :z: 
... G. 
G. 
"' .., a: 0 
" 
5 
BORING 8 
_., 
0 
Ill 
:!: )o 
C/) 
a: 
.., 
... 
... 
"" .... 
MH 
·. ~ ~. 
SURFAC~ ELEVATION 
MSL DATUM 
DESCRIPTION 
68 + FEET 
RED-BROWN CLA~EY SILT (HARD,~ROBAB~~ FILL) 
• 
BOULDER AT 7' 
I 0 4111~111+--~ 
BoULDERS. UNABLE TO SAMPLE 
(PROBABLY_ FILL) 
15 
GRAY SILTY SAND AND SANDY SILT (HARD, 
U2u..LJ.L..~...J .. PROBABLY FILL) 
BoRING COMPLETED AT 17.0 FEET ON 8-10~70 
No WATER ENCOUNTERED 
LOG OF BORINGS 
NOTES: 
a-DEPTH AT WHICH UNOISTUReED SAMP~E WAS TAKEN 
~-DEPTH AT WHICH DISTURBED SAMPLE WAS TAKEN 
0 •DEPTH AT WHICH SAMPLE WAS LOST OUR I NG EXTRACT I ON 
X-D~PTH AND LENGT~ OF CORE RUN 
DRIVING ENERGY -300-LB WEIGHT DROPPING 30·1NCHES IDAMiiil8 8 MOoAIII 
PLATE A-2H 
I 
I 
··..,.c. 
... ··.I 
I 
I~ 0 
• r
·s; ,.. 
·· ...• 
.··.I 
> ~·I ,.... 
,.; 
"' . 
·~ a: 
~ la.l· )-h.. ~ a: 
0 a. la.l 
1- Q.; ::£ > 
z oC 0 
la.l z (/) c,) 
1-
"' ·Z z 0: 0 )- 0 
0 ... ~ 
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U) to 0 a: z z 
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.......... oC 
1- 0 U) 
U) ~ "' >- a: 0 a: .... 0 
~ 0 m u 
-
21.8 7/6'' 
25.7 89.0 t4 
' 
20 
BORING . 9 
(I) .. -.', 
la.l ... 
a: 
0 
.u .. 
SURFACE ELEVATION 68 + FEET .· a: ... 
·. 
·o 
·I- ~· DATUM MSL .......... 
"' 
.... 0 
0 
"' 
0 lXI 
z h.. lXI !!: 
oC % >· 
z >- (/) (I) 
-
(/) 
"' 
a: 
.... % X la.l 
0.. 1- ll. 1-
X a. oC 1-
oC 
"' 
a: la.l 
(/) 0 
" 
...1. DESCRIPTION 
.. - ·---·-
... 
----·· 
.. 6",ASPHALTIC CONCRETE AND BASE COURSE 
MH RED AND BROWN CLAYEY AND SANDY SILT WITH 
GM MANY ROCK FRAGMENTS (HARD) F1 LL) 
~ 
• 
5-
. 
• JO- BOULDER AT II' 
1--'-.1-'-·-~N-~-~ 
• 1 r ·' · GRAY AND ORANGE HIGHLY WEATHERED BASAJ..T 
41.0 70.0 .50 • ··-··'5 .... • .. -~\?3 (HARD,POSSJBLY A BOULDER) 
· ···-· .. ··-·--· ---- ······-···· --- · -· -. 80R I NG COMPLETED AT 16.0 FEET ON 
No WATER eNcoUNTERED 
8-10-70· 
LOG ·oF BORINGS· 
NOTES: 
IJ•DEPTH AT WHICH UNDISTURBED SAMPLE WAS TAKEN 
~~DEPTH AT.WHICH DISTUR~ED SAMPLE WAS TAKEN 
b-DEPTH AT WHIC~ SAMPLE WAS LOST DURING EXTRACTION 
l -DEPTH AND J..ENGTH OF COR£ RUN 
0 
-
OR IV I NG ENERGY - 300 -LB WE I GHT DROPPING 30 INCHES DAMIIIS 8 IMCOAIB 
PLATE A-2 I 
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fl) ~ ... a.;. .,_ a: % 
0 a: .... 0 oC 
::::E 0 m u (f) 
t8.t 28 
12/5'' 
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NOTES: 
.,_ .· 
.... .... 
.... 0 
l&. m 
% 
z >-
-
(f) 
:c : 
... A. 
A. oC 
~ a: 
" 
5 
10 -
15· 
:· .... ; ~· 
'· .. 
: 
.. 
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BORING. 10 
..... 
0 
a:l 
% )-
(f) 
a: 
... 
... 
... 
w 
_, 
J .... :,_.·. 
- SURF'~CE ELEVATION 
r'::' ' MSL DATUM 
D~SCRIPTION 
b.5",ASPHALTI6 ~O~CR~~~--­
BOULDER AT f' 
8 + FEET 5 
-
MH RED-BROWN CLAYEY SILT (VERY STIFF' TO HA~D~ 
FILL) 
BECOMING MIXED WITH WEATHERED TO·F'RESH 
GRAVEL ANP ROCK FRAGMENTS 
BOULDERS MIXE~ WITH SANDY AND GRAVELLY SILT 
{F'ILL) 
.....,.....,.:;.&.-._~BoRING COMPLETED AT 19.0 FEET ON 8-11-70 
No WATER ENCOUNTERED 
LOG OF BORINGS 
D-DEPTH AT WHICH UN~ISTURBED SAMPLE WAS TAKEN 
S-DEPTH AT WHICH Dl~tURBED SAMPLE WAS TAK~N 
0•DEPTH AT WHICH SAMPLE WAS LOST DURING EXTRACTION 
J: •DEPTH AND LENGTH OF' CORE RUN •· 
DRIVING ENERGY • 300-LB WEIGHT DROPPING 30 INCHES DA!MI&'llfiS 8 ·~a~GCOAIIIII 
PLATE A-2J 
I . . . 
1-
,_ 
•-1 
I ~ 
I: 
\ 
I 
I 
-1\ ... i 
···, BORING I I 
'*- « (I) 
z .W >. w ~ ... a: a: 
·o Q. w 0 
..... 0.. :::E > .u 
85 ±_ FEET z < 0 SURFAC~ ELEVATION ..., z en u a: 
t- ..., ..., 0 ..... _, MSL DATUM z z 0: .......... w _, 0 
0· > 0 Q w 0 CD 
u ... '*- z ~ CD ::t 
-
. < :::t > 
w (I) t.. Q z )0 (I) a: z z Cl) 
-
(I) 
::I ..., .......... < w « 
..... 0 (I) _, :z: :z: w 
(I) ~ w Q. ..... Q. ..... > a: :::t Q. < ..... o. a: _, 0 < w a: w ~ ·' 0 al u en 0 
" 
..J DESCRIPTION 
6",ASPHALTIC CONCRETE AND CRUSHED ROCK BASE 
COURSE .. 
MH DABK RED CLAYEY SILT (FIRM TO STIFF,FILL) 
35·6 87.4' 12 • 
., 
5-
., 
0 
' 
.. 
34.6 76.6 8 • 
10- FEW SMALL BOULDERS 9 ·5' TO 1 0.5' 
34.6 8s,4 4 II 
·• 
15- BECOMING MIXED WITH DECOMPOSED BASALT 
FRAGMENTS 
38.6 8o.8. 12 m 
.. 
MH GRAY CLAYEY 
--
SILT (sTIFF TO HARD .DECOMPOSED 
BASALT) _4_~ ~7 _7()_.6 20 a 20- -. 
- -
~ORING COMPLETED AT 20.5 FEET ON 8 11 70 
No WATER EN~PUNJERED 
C . 
... 
LOG OF BORINGS 
NOTES: 
·m-DEPTH AT WHICH UNDISTU~BED SAMPLE WAS TAKEN 
1m -DEPTH AT WHICH DISTURBED SAMPLE WAS TAKEN. · 
C~DEPTH AT WHICH SAMPLE WAS LOST DURING EXTRACTION 
X~oEPTH AND LENGT~ br CORE RUN 
DRIVING C:NERGY - 300-LB WE I GHT DROPPING 30 INCHES DAMIIIIS 8 DAlOO!liUll 
PLATE A-2K 
.. -,·: 
'. ..1 
~1--
... _ .. · 
<·I· 
-· I 
:::1' ~ 
. .: .... 
··.· a 
BORING 12 
Vt. a: fl) 
z 
"' 
)o 
"' 1£. .J a: a: u ll. 
"' 
0 
... a.. :::&: > U. 
z 
"' 
0 
« SURF' ACE ELEVATI.ON 104-£ F'EET 
"' 
z (f) u 
... 
"' 
0 ..... .J MSL DATUM z z 0: .......... 
"' 
.J 0 
0 )o 0 0 
"' 
0 CD 
·t,.> ... Vt. z 1£. CD ::: 
-
. 
"' 
:::&:· )o 
"' 
fl) t. 0 z )o (f) a: z z fl) 
- (f) 
::;) w .......... 
"' "' 
a: 
... 0 fl) .J :X: :X: 
"' fl) ~ "' ll. ... ll. ... >- a: :E ll. 
"' 
... 
0 a: .J. 0 
"' "' 
a: 
"' ~ .' 0 co u (f) 0 C!J ..J DESCRIPTION 
6",ASPHALTIC CONCRETE AND BASE COURSE 
MH DARK RED CLAYEY SILT 
CHUNKS' F"l LL) 
27-5 (8.4• 10 • 5-
. 
6 • 10-
'' MH RED AND GRAY CLAYEY 
50.4 64.6 • 
POSED BASALT) 
10 15-
50·5 67.5 14 • .. , •••••• - •• < .......... -..... . ......... ·~". . ... BoRING COMPLETED AT No'~ATER ENCOUNTERED 
LOG OF BORINGS 
NOTES: 
8 -DEPTH AT WHICH UNDI STU.RBED SAMPLE WAS TAKEN 
1m -DEPTH AT WHICH DISTURBED SAMPLE WAS TAKEN. · 
0-DEPTH AT WWICH SAMPLE WAS LOST DURING EXTRACTION 
X •DEPTH AND LENGTH or CORE RUN 
DRIVING ENERGY -300-LB WEIGHT DROPPING 30 INCHES 
(STIF"F" OR IN LOOSE 
• 
SILT (VERY STIFF,DECOM 
' 
I . 9 5 FEET ON 8-12- 0 7 
DAMEIG 8 MOOClQID 
PLATE A-2L 
·, 
1:;;_; ::':•-'': 
1·~: .. '. . .. · 
·~] 
1:.~ 
i 
>-lw~ -.·· 
"' I~ 
\...,:, . 
·_,. 
\ 
'I 
' ~ . 
. .. 
' 
.,:,.· 
BORING 
.. 
13 .. 
. •,." 
'\1A. .·," a: fl) ··' .. · 
z w )- w 
La.. ..J a: a: 
~ .,_ ·"' 0 :::E >1- .0 z <· 0 ... ':-'.·~ · . SURF' ACE .ELEVATJ ON 105 F'Efi~T '•. w z. (/) u a: + . . . ~ 
. . . I-
-
w . 0 t- .J .·-
z z 0:: ......... .., .J 0 MSL DATUM ... '• 
0 >· 0 ·o ·W 0 en 
u .... .. :· ~ z La.. en :t 
-
.. < % )-w fll· t. 0 ~ > (/) « Z·· z fl) 
-
(/) 
0 ~-- ......... < .., a: 1- fl) .J :z: X w 
fl) )r w .,_ 1- A.· ... )- 0 a: % .,_ < 1-. 
0 a: .J 0 < w a: w ·~ o:. al u (I) 0 -~ ..J DESCRIPTiON 
.. 
.. 
MH. REb-BROWN SILT (HARD,FILL) CLAYEY 
-· 
~4.6 8t.4 26 - • 
5"" 
. 8 BOULDER AT F'EET 
~2.0 - .. t4/&' il GRADING TO F'IRM WITH ROCK FRAGMENTS BOULDER AT 9·5 .FEET 1 .. 0-
.·. 
~5·5 81 .2 3 • GRADING TO SOFT 15.- .. 
... 
I MH RED-BROWN CLAYEY SilT (HARD,DECOMPOSED 
BASALT) 
.. Bl ·5 64.( t6. • 8 8-BoRING ·- ·- 2-... ~ . · .. ·- • •v·"·"' • ""·"·-·· ·-·------ ... . - c MPLETED AT F' N 0 .5 EET 0 70 
No'WATER ENCOUNTERED 
• 
LOG OF BORINGS 
NOTES: 
m~oEPiH AT WHICH UNDISTURBED SAMPLE WAS TAKEN 
~-DEPTH AT WHICH DISTURBED SAMPLE WAS TAKEN 
0-DEPTH AT WHICH SAMPLE WAS LOST DURING EXTRACTION 
Z•DEPTH AND LENGTH OF CORE RUN 
OR IV I NG ENERGY • 300 •LB WE I GHT DROPP I NG 30 INCHES DAMiiiG 8 M00611GI 
PLATE A-2M 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
I ~~ 
' . •. 
t:.,:: 
' . 
.. J7..~.C:.t!ORAGE , ;H ... 'L ... .:.-• ·-
~ 
~--
EART("i SCIENCES 
ATLANTA · LOS ANGELES 
CHI<;:AGO NEV:(YORK. 
CINCINNATI . PORTLJ;>.NO 
DENVER SALT LAKE CITY 
HONOLULU 'SAN .FRANCI_SCO 
HOUSTON SEATTLE: 
··LONDON, ENGL_AND SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA 
M_ADRID. ;>PAIN TEHRAN: IRAN. 
SINGAPORE TOR<?NTO,.CAI;JADA 
2s?s· sbui-H· KING .. STRE.ET. ri6NoLi.JLu;.HAWAII 96Si4 · !~OSl946-145? 
CABLE: . DAM'EMORE' . . . . . . .. . . . TELEX: 63-4100 
February 22, 1971 
. . . 
Yasuo Ar~kaki,· Consulting Engineer 
914 Ala Moana BouleVard :,:·•.' 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 
Gentlemen: 
Recommendations teg~tding· Footing Bearing 
Pressures 
Propos e d R i g i d - F r a me C u 1 v e r ts -
-Pearl City·, Oahu, Hawaii· -_.·. ·· · . 
fbr City_an_d County of Honolulu 
In response to your-request, we have revie~t~ed 
soi Is data in our files and developed- recommendations ··· 
·reg~rding soil bearing pressures.whichmay_be used'for-.design· 
of r_igid-frame culverts for your.Pearl .Citydrainage pr-oJect. 
The data original o/ were develope_d dur_ing an· investigation of 
certain aspects bf that proj~ct~for you.* ~~~-
· At the time of our investigation~:to~r<:n.ew box_: ·•.- . 
cuI verts were pI an ned as rep I a·cements for exrst i ng box .C:~:I- . : 
verts. Now we understand.that rigid-frame "inverted-U" culverts 
may be. used instead. For,~this.rigid-:-frame. type b.f .culver-t,· · 
allowable bearing pressuresunde_r __ the. fo_otlngs become more··· 
important. ·· -··· · -
·.Although our. investigatiQn. was •. djrecfed pr,im~?'ily···· 
toward· eva I uat i ng I atera I , earth .·p ressu.res on the ·p reposed box 
culverts, our borings and samp,les>extended_to_depths·'sl~ghtly · 
pelow planned invert leveL.; .. Th~refore, some datQ were avail: 
able for evaluating allowable ·bearingpresstires. 
Our borings adjace,nt to _the' ex i.s.tt'ng 'au I verts;'_ . ' . 
showed ·somewhat v~riable.·s-oi I ·conditions. near _inver+ level~ 
·--This is not surprising, -·since s·o_i:ls. ·me3y have·'been:·7partialtyc 
dis•turbed or replaced during construction 9f/,th~ existing _--
culverts. Also, a.lluvial sblls:'along the- dr::a,Tnage c;hannel 
cou I d b.e expected to be vari ab I.e. How~ver:·,' i'n at I east h~:ll f 
of the borings, in-place decomposed basalt~· 'ha·vrng the.engin-
eering properties of a stJ.ff clayey sflt~ wa-s· encountered at 
*S~e our.report "Subsurface lnvestigati.on, Propos~dOra-~inage 
Tunnel and New Box Culverts, Pearr· City,. Oahu, Ha'waii for · 
City and County of Honolulu", dated September·2, .1970. 
. '.··· 
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elevations which ranged from about two feet above to three 
feet l;>elow invert level. We believe that this material is the 
best that would be avai !able for support of culvert footiri.gs. 
We also believe that this sol I may· exist at. reasonable depths 
b e I ow a I I .t h e c u I v e r t a rea s • 
If the culvert footings are constructed on in~place 
decomposed basalt, we recommend that they be proportioned 
for a ~aximum design bearing pre~sure of 4000 psf. Under this 
loading, we do not believe that settlement would be a problem, 
although settlement woul~.bs proportional to the size of the 
footings used. We should ltke to review potential settlement, 
as well as potential lateral loads on adjacent sol Is, after 
tentative designs of the culverts have been made. 
Since.our recommended bearing pressure is based on 
a specific type of soil under the footings, inspection of all 
fo~ting excavations during construction is definitely recom~ended. 
Yours very truly, 
DAMES & MOORE 
~c.~__:_ 
David C. Liu 
DCL DRR mw 
(seven copies submitted) 
